Introduction

Milispec International b.v. was founded in 2001 and started as a supplier of specialty oils, lubricants and portable test and analyzing equipment. Milispec products are mostly used for (para)military purposes but some specialty products find their way into the aerospace sector, the medical sector, and the oil and gas industry.

After having established a solid market share, Milispec International diversified its product scope with fuel infrastructure equipment ranging from individual equipment items such as bladder tanks and fuel pumps, to complete solutions.

Based in the Netherlands, Milispec International has grown into the largest supplier of NATO approved oils, lubricants and analyzing equipment to the Royal Netherlands Armed Forces.

Quality

Milispec International is a company dedicated to the delivery of quality goods and services. Our products meet the highest standards customary to military use and other severe operating conditions like aerospace and the offshore industry. In order to maintain and guarantee the quality level of our products we only use ISO-accredited laboratories and production facilities. Our portable sampling and analyzing kits for fuel and oil quality testing in the field have proven to be durable and easy to use.

Reliability

Doing business with Milispec International means doing business with a reliable partner. Milispec products are key in the proper operation and maintenance of a wide variety of equipment and systems; without these consumables they will eventually fail in their performance. At Milispec International we understand our customers’ dependency on our products and we make sure they are at the right location, at the right time and in the right quantities with complementary training and advice if required.

Innovation

We dedicate ourselves to generating new and innovative concepts and products. We combine our own creative concepts with new technologies and products available on the market in order to stay ahead of the changing demands of our customers.

Partnership

At Milispec International we believe in the power of partnerships. By interacting with our customers and suppliers we build long lasting relationships and generate solutions which will benefit everyone. Milispec International has a strong network of manufacturers and scientific institutes which allow us to offer dedicated solutions instead of just delivering products.

Please feel free to contact us. We are confident we can help you in furthering your business and look forward to meeting you.
Oils and Lubricants
Milispec International is an independent supplier of lubricating oils and greases for specialised industries. Our excellent reputation in supplying approved military lubricants to the army, air force and navy in designated packaging has taken us into new industries such as civil aviation, offshore and shipping, as well as renewable energy solutions like biogas power generators and wind power.

Oil and Gas Industry
In situations where people have to rely on error free functioning of valves or other mechanical equipment at subsea or surface, Milispec offers special lubricants and sealants which can withstand high pressures and aggressive fluids and gases like condensates, acids, CO2 and H2S. We also advise on offshore flushing fluids and salt water dilutable degreasers with CEFAS approval. Milispec is also your partner for gas detection, safety torches and other personal safety equipment.

Sampling and Analyzing Equipment
Milispec has developed portable test kits to determine the quality of oil, petrol, kerosene and diesel type fuels. The test kits contain materials to obtain samples from bulk installations and are developed to be used under harsh conditions like military operations and offshore. Test kits are tailor made and may consist of physical characteristics tests and pollution tests up to rapid micro-biological contamination tests for quality assurance and monitoring purposes. Apart from portable kits we also provide fully equipped fuel laboratory containers.

Fuel Storage and Handling Equipment
With many years of experience Milispec International is able to deliver fuel installation and distribution projects for static or mobile installations. As an independent fuel quality specialist we are capable of providing complete or partial fuel farms which meet international and military specifications. Our solutions may include flexible fuel storage containers, filter and water separator solutions, piping, hoses, couplings, fuel and de-fuel installations. We work with reliable partners bringing the best solution tailored to the local situation and circumstances.

Aviation Lubricants and Maintenance Products
Milispec International is an approved distributor of aviation lubricants and maintenance products. Our ISO 9001 quality management system assures the delivery of aviation consumables meeting the military or OEM specifications including all required certificates according to customer requirements. Milispec offers a complete range of aviation maintenance consumables, rescue materials and environmental pollution control products for both airliners and the general aviation market.

Industry Maintenance Products
When it comes to niche markets, Milispec is building strong relationships with large industry partners varying from steel production, the public transport sector, vehicle and ship manufacturers as well as the food and beverage industry. Milispec represents a number of A-class maintenance product manufacturers chosen by us to meet the high Milispec Quality Standards based on our customer requirements. Our quality management system encourages manufacturers to improve their performance continuously through receipt of a Milispec performance report every year based on our ISO 9001 quality management system.